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4 Abstract Results from a full Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of a product contain
5 complex information about its constituent components and materials; subsequent
6 manufacturing processes, emissions, and potential environmental impacts. Under-
7 standing such LCA information in detail can help designers make robust decisions
8 related to reducing environmental impacts of the product through appropriate
9 choice of components, materials and processes during Eco-Design. A key resource

10 for LCA information in a Full LCA tool (also called Detailed LCA, and henceforth
11 referred to as LCA tool) is its databases. However, LCA tools have often been
12 criticised for not being useful to designers. Among the various underlying causes,
13 the issues with visual representation of LCA information and usability of LCA tools
14 have gained minimal research attention. In order to address these issues, we adopt
15 an information visualization approach. Information visualization is an interdisci-
16 plinary research area focused on computer supported development of visual rep-
17 resentations of complex information in order to render it interpretable by humans.
18 In this paper, we discuss the potential of using information visualization techniques
19 as an interface for LCA tools for educating designers about the likely environmental
20 impact of their design decisions. We also discuss potential benefits of using a novel
21 interface developed by us using interactive, multi-view based visualization tech-
22 niques in understanding context sensitivity of LCA information. The proposed
23 interface is part of an ongoing research effort for developing user friendly inter-
24 active visual representations for LCA. Ultimately, the proposed interface is inten-
25 ded to enhance designers’ capabilities for developing environmentally benign
26 product life cycles.
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30 1 Introduction

31 Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) results of a product contains comprehensive infor-
32 mation about the complex interactions between materials and processes and the
33 environment during the entire life cycle of the product. However, use of LCA tools
34 for design has been critiqued for factors such as its outcomes being too complex to
35 interpret, too time consuming to implement, the tools being not easy to use and not
36 in alignment with designers’ requirements, etc. [1–3]. Although there have been
37 several efforts to improve adoption of LCA by the design community through
38 various approaches such as integration with CAD systems [4], development of
39 single scores [5] and improvement of LCA interfaces [6], many issues still persist,
40 either due to their complexity or due to the lack of adequate, systematic effort [7]. In
41 this paper, we discuss the feasibility of addressing some of these outstanding issues
42 through the application of techniques adapted from the domains of decision making
43 [8], information visualization [9] and user-centered design [10].

44 2 Objective and Methodology

45 The objective of this paper is to highlight information visualization issues in LCA
46 tools and to discuss the potential of using recent techniques from information
47 visualization for addressing some of these issues. Information visualization issues
48 can exist in LCA either due to issues with the content, or with the form of the
49 information representation used.

50 2.1 Research Questions and Methodology

51 The following research questions are asked:

52 1. What is the role of information visualization in LCA-driven decision-making?53

54 This is addressed by reviewing literature on decision-centered design e.g. [8],
55 and by application of information visualization e.g. [9] and user centered design
56 e.g. [10].
57 2. What are the design decisions taken during ecodesign? What among them can
58 be supported by LCA?59

60 This is addressed by reviewing literature on models of designing e.g. [11], and
61 by application of LCA in decision making e.g. [12].
62 3. What are the visualization issues faced by current LCA tools?63

64 This is addressed by reviewing literature on requirements of support tools for
65 ecodesign e.g. [1] and analyzing user interfaces and visualization aspects of
66 LCA tools from the perspective information visualization principles [9].
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67 4. Which information visualization techniques can potentially address the issues
68 identified?69

70 This is addressed by designing alternative representations using existing tech-
71 niques of information visualization that have been found suitable in addressing
72 similar issues in other domains.

73 3 Research Outcomes

74 3.1 Role of Information Visualization in LCA

75 A decision is a commitment to use resources; therefore, it deserves serious
76 emphasis [8]. Design as a problem solving activity involves generating and refining
77 information punctuated by decision-making [8]. The activities involved in ecode-
78 sign are similar to those in design [4]. We adopt the decision thinking framework
79 for design developed by Ullman [10] as it succinctly represents the relationships
80 between decisions and information (Fig. 1).
81 A decision is a conclusive piece of information obtained as an outcome of
82 interpretation facilitated by an internal representation. Representation is visual
83 encoding of data in terms of various shapes and relationships. Internal represen-
84 tation is a tacit entity that drives decision making, consisting of prior knowledge
85 and knowledge obtained from external (LCA) representations. Visualization
86 methods can accelerate internal representation by presenting information in an
87 appropriate format or structure or by helping users find, relate and consolidate
88 information, helping them to form an appropriate internal representation [12].
89 Interaction is a dynamic means through which a decision maker alters the LCA
90 representations to obtain insight into the LCA information. LCA information refers

Fig. 1 The value of information visualization
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91 not only to the computed outcomes of life cycle impact assessment models, but to
92 all information required to make sense and assess credibility of the outcomes [7].
93 The outcome of the research discussed above is an extension to the information
94 visualization framework proposed in our earlier paper [7].

95 3.2 A Decision Centred View of Ecodesign for Structuring
96 Information Space

97 Table 1 shows a generalized decision framework according to the integrated model
98 of designing proposed by Srinivasan and Chakrabarti [11], which can be used to
99 represent the decisions driven by LCA. For example, decisions on evaluating

100 product alternatives can be represented using “evaluate” decision, and decisions on
101 identifying environmental target can be represented under “Generate” decision, in
102 Table 1. The list of LCA applications in decision-making is adopted from Gloria
103 et al. [12]. The decision typology compiled in Table 1 can be useful for developing
104 decision-specific interfaces, since the typology provides a basis for grouping the
105 methods and identifying the tasks necessary to represent information as per the
106 information requirement of a decision.

107 3.3 Review of Information Visualization Approaches for LCA

108 Through a review of literature [13–17], we identify that although many authors
109 argue for using an information visualization approach in LCA, none of them
110 benchmark the performance of the proposed approaches against current visualiza-
111 tion in LCA tools, nor do they explore the most suitable visualization techniques for
112 a given LCA decision. Addressing each of these gaps is a formidable challenge,
113 because there are no formalized methods or criteria to identify the visualization
114 issues, nor is there a concrete basis for prescribing the most suitable visualization
115 for a given task. Moreover, lack of any concrete theory for visualization [18] and
116 lack of objective evaluation methods pose further challenges for assessing the value
117 of novel, alternative, information visualizations against existing ones.

Table 1 A decision typology for LCA

General decision category GEMS frame work LCA based application example

Analysis Evaluate Product/process/materials alternatives

Synthesis Select Energy materials emission audits

Eco labelling (marketing) information

ISO standards, Legislatory requirements

Generate/modify Environmental targets

Product/process alternatives
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118 3.4 Issues in a Current LCA Visualization

119 Put simply, a visualization issue is an example of bad design. A visualization issue
120 in a decision support system may arise due to non-adherence to the principles of
121 information visualization. In this section, we highlight various information visu-
122 alization issues using a hypothetical example of LCA of a coffee machine design
123 adapted from an example project used in a commercial LCA software tool. The
124 most frequent application of LCA, as identified by a survey of LCA practice
125 pertains to the decision of evaluating design alternatives [19]. We assume LCA
126 information of an existing coffee machine is available for the designer. The
127 objective of the designer involved in redesign of the coffee machine is to evaluate
128 whether Plastic (Poly-propene) makes a better alternative for the housing of a coffee
129 machine.
130 Figure 2 presents a 2D stacked bar chart representation as an outcome of an
131 analysis for supporting the decision task comparative evaluation of product alter-
132 native. In order to understand the issues in this representation, it is necessary to
133 consider the perspective of task sequence involved in generating the above repre-
134 sentation in current LCA tools, and how accurately the representation reflects the
135 truthfulness of the impact captured by the LCA results. On these lines of thought,
136 we discuss visualization issues against the following requirements of information
137 visualization.

138 (a) Accuracy and Insight: Results of LCA are context-specific [18]. Therefore, an
139 accurate LCA representation should provide insight into the context-specific
140 nature of the outcomes of the LCA. Currently, context-specific dimensions,
141 such as functional unit, system boundary etc., are not explicitly represented in
142 Fig. 2 representation. The above results, which considered only manufacturing
143 phase in the life cycle analysis, may lead the designer to conclude Plastic as a

Fig. 2 A sample of LCA representation in a commercial LCA tool
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144 worse alternative to Aluminium—the current constituent in the coffee machine.
145 However, when the same analysis is repeated by changing the system boundary
146 (e.g. including the material extraction processes in this case) reveals opposite
147 results as shown in the top left chart in the Fig. 3. Relying on the representations
148 without understanding the contextual parameters (in this case the exclusion of
149 material extraction phase) could lead to incorrect decisions.
150 (b) Ease of Use: A commonly used heuristic for ease of use is the number of oper-
151 ations required to accomplish a task [20]. Generating the above representation
152 requires the user to perform the following tasks in the current LCA software:
153 Open the project > Product stages >Coffeemachine >Assembly >Analyze >Cal-
154 culate > Single Score > Bar Chart. The large number of operations as listed here
155 indicates a poor ease of use.
156 (c) Performance: Performance in decision making can be assessed as the inverse
157 of the amount of time taken for arriving at a decision. Performance is
158 dependent on ease of use and adequacy of information. As the user has to
159 search for the methodological dimensions within the current tool, this is likely
160 to be time consuming.

161 3.5 An Alternative Visualization

162 In order to address some of the above mentioned issues, we propose an alternative
163 visualization (Fig. 3) that uses a multi-view representation technique to display
164 higher dimensional data. A multi-view representation technique uses two or more
165 distinct representations to display a piece of information [21]. A multi-view

Fig. 3 An example of a multi-view visualization technique
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166 representational technique is used in scenarios where interpreting information
167 involves navigating complex data sets and identifying the relationships among
168 various data fields required for decision making [22]. To facilitate interaction
169 among such complex data sets within a multi-view approach, we propose inte-
170 gration of dynamic sliders on the interface.
171 The proposed representation is likely to be more effective than the current
172 representation in the following aspects:

173 (a) Accuracy and Insight: The multi-view representation should enable linking of
174 contextual data to LCA results through provision of dynamic sliders and
175 distinct views for methodological dimensions. Thus, users can gain insight
176 into the context-specificity of the information, by visualizing the effect of
177 changing methodological parameters (using dynamic sliders) on LCA results.
178 For instance, in the coffee machine, multiple representations of the same
179 model can facilitate the user to perform ‘what-if’ analysis by quickly and
180 interactively changing the system boundary from ‘gate to gate’ to ‘cradle to
181 gate’, as indicated in the bottom view in Fig. 3. Users can interpret the results
182 of Plastic being better than Aluminium for the Housing of the Coffee machine
183 is contextual, and that often there is no single absolute answer to evaluation of
184 design alternatives. Thus by making context-specificity explicit, the above
185 representation more accurately represents the LCA model, and facilitates the
186 user to gain insight into the dynamic nature of the LCA.
187 (b) Performance: North and Shneiderman [23] observes that multiple views offer
188 improved user performance and identification of unforeseen relationships. The
189 proposed interface reduces search for information and task sequence for a user
190 to elicit the methodological dimensions by representing required dimensions
191 (For instance: Functional unit and system boundary) explicitly using multiple
192 representations.
193 (c) Ease of Use: The task sequence for generating the above representation in
194 proposed prototype is the following: Open LCA results > Evaluate (High-
195 lighted in Yellow Marker in Fig. 3). Any further interaction, if required can be
196 made using dynamic sliders. Thus a smaller number of operations is required,
197 indicating improved ease of use.

198 3.6 Discussion

199 The proposed representation shows a tentative, alternative visualization framework
200 for evaluating product alternatives using LCA. Further studies are required to
201 identify the most suitable representation for each given task. The proposed repre-
202 sentation needs to be experimentally validated for the benefits it claims over
203 existing tools. In our earlier paper [7], we had discussed the limitations of 2D bar
204 charts in terms of representational attributes such as dimensionality, uncertainty and
205 interactivity. This paper discusses the limitations of the visualizations from a
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206 relatively more tangible (i.e. empirically assessable) set of attributes such as ease of
207 use, performance, perceived insight and accuracy, thus providing a more con-
208 vincing approach for demonstrating the value of information visualization in LCA.

209 4 Conclusions

210 This paper discusses as to how interpretation of LCA information is hindered by the
211 way LCA information is visualized. We highlighted some of the limitations of
212 current LCA representations, and proposed application of higher dimensional
213 techniques, such as multi-view and dynamic sliders, for improving this situation.
214 The proposed visualization is intended to improve the adoption of LCA information
215 in design by reducing the time taken to arrive at decisions, as well as by improving
216 the credibility over the decisions through providing insight into the LCA infor-
217 mation. Future work includes empirically evaluating the effectiveness of the pro-
218 posed visualization against current LCA representations.
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